ZIPmagic
Double Your Disk as
Windows is Running
Increase Disk Read
Speeds on SSD/HDD
Supports Windows 10
and Server 2016
Works on All
Windows Versions
Compresses 300%
Better with LZNT1
Combines LZNT1,
LZX, and XPRESS
Custom File Type
Exclusions
Transparent Access
to Apps and Data
Preserves System
Security on All Files
Safe and Reversible
Compression
“While the precompression estimate
showed a potential space
savings of about 19GB, I
ended up saving about
43GB.
I am delighted with the
results…we have gone
from having 18% free
space, which is potentially
problematic, to over
37%, which is
comfortable.”
Jeffrey A. Mirus, Ph.D.
CatholicCulture.org

DriveSpace 6
Double Your Disk with a
Single Click! Ideal for
Servers, SSDs, Tablets.
ZIPmagic DriveSpace 6 doubles your disk capacity with
zero downtime. Access to compressed data is completely
transparent – all of your installed applications run normally,
and all of your files remain fully accessible as if they were
not compressed at all. DriveSpace runs on all Windows
versions, does not require Windows to be shut down
or restarted, and is ideal for compressing virtual or private
servers; avoiding costly migrations.






SAFE, UNDOABLE
FAST, MULTICORE
LIVE PROCESSING
BENCHMARKING

Learn more about
ZIPmagic DriveSpace 6.
Take a test drive today!
www.zipmagic.co

Zero Downtime — Lightning Fast Processing
The compression is based on safe, time tested and
proven NTFS compression technology. If you are using Windows 10,
DriveSpace leverages new XPRESS and LZX compression to compress all your
apps and data as tight as possible, while still running on a live Windows instance.
Ultra-High Throughput Delivers Real-World Benchmarking
ZIPmagic DriveSpace 6 is multi-threaded and load-balanced, achieving
(de)compression throughput of 500 MB/sec or more, limited only by the performance
of your underlying hardware – serving as a real-world benchmark of your drives.
One-Click Operation — (Un)compress with maximum resource utilization
Automatically pick optimal settings for the CPU, HDD/SSD, and compression
algorithm you have chosen – ensuring maximum throughput with no bottlenecks.
Compression Exclusions — Protect data integrity on mission critical servers
Skip compressing data files which must remain uncompressed due to
performance or stability reasons, such as Microsoft SQL Server databases.
300% Better NTFS (LZNT1) Compression — Safely process an entire disk
Compress all of your apps and data, including those that have advanced security
applied to them – without compromising system integrity or file security.
XPRESS and LZX Compression — For Windows 10 and Server 2016
Achieve breakthrough compression ratios, while still running on a live Windows
instance without shutting down or rebooting.
Very Large File Support — For NTFS (LZNT1) and XPRESS/LZX Compression
Files larger than 4 GB are only compressed with LZNT1, and files larger than 32
GB are not compressed at all – guaranteeing maximum space and reliability.

ZIPmagic is the inventor of transparent, full disk compression for
Microsoft Windows, and the primary innovator in the data compression
industry. For more information, and a free unrestricted 30 day trial
download, please visit www.zipmagic.co.

